Abstract-Evolutionary algorithms (EA) have been widely accepted as efficient solvers for complex real world optimization problems, including engineering optimization [2, 3, 12, 13 and 17]. However, real world optimization problems often involve uncertain environment including noisy and/or dynamic environments, which pose major challenges to EAbased optimization. The presence of noise interferes with the evaluation and the selection process of EA, and thus adversely affects its performance. In addition, as presence of noise poses challenges to the evaluation of the fitness function, it may need to be estimated instead of being evaluated. Several existing approaches [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] attempt to address this problem, such as introduction of diversity (hyper mutation, random immigrants, special operators) or incorporation of memory of the past (diploidy, case based memory) [5 and 14]. However, these approaches fail to adequately address the problem. In this paper we propose a Distributed Population Switching Evolutionary Algorithm (DPSEA) method that addresses optimization of functions with noisy fitness using a distributed population switching architecture, to simulate a distributed self-adaptive memory of the solution space. Local regression is used in the pseudo-populations to estimate the fitness. Successful applications to benchmark test problems ascertain the proposed method's superior performance in terms of both robustness and accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization problems involving noisy or uncertain fitness functions poses practical challenges as effectively the fitness function becomes a stochastic one in such cases. Many real world applications fall in this category, for example, -Online adaptation of real world systems: In such systems some design parameters can be decided only through experiments and in real time. -Simulation based optimization of large and complex systems: Simulations that use random numbers to represent a stochastic process in the simulation. Use of random numbers causes changes in the fitness value obtained by simulation. A noisy environment in the current context may be viewed as one where the fitness of the solution is disturbed, i.e. if
is the fitness function and δ is some (e.g. Gaussian )
noise, then a noisy fitness function would mean ( ) ( ) δ
and the optimum of ( ) x f is to be evaluated despite the noise. This noise is assumed to be independent of the location of the individuals.
Presence of noise in the fitness function could result in 'overestimation' of fitness of inferior candidates and similarly 'underestimation' of fitness of superior candidates during the selection process. This is likely to result in reduced learning rate, inability to retain learnt information, limited exploitation and absence of gradual monotonous improvement of fitness with generations.
The effects of noise can be reduced using re-sampling and large population size. However, these simple methods are impractical within a limited time frame (interpreted as limits on the total number of fitness evaluations) as fitness evaluation can be highly expensive in many real life problem domains. Also excessive re-sampling is rather likely to deteriorate performance if the population size is small. Some of the key techniques that have been used to tackle the problem of uncertainty in EA are: Re-sampling [6, 4, 5] , Conventional EA with increased population size [4, 6] , Rescaled mutation [1] , Thresholding [6, 5] , Fitness value based on neighbouring individuals [6, 9, 3, and 8] and Reduced resampling or partial resampling [7, 6, 12 and 13] . A comprehensive survey of various techniques to handle noisy environment with EA, including multipopulation approaches can be found in [5 and 14] .
In this paper we focus on uncertain problem domains where accuracy and robustness of solution are more important compared to sample size for resampling or cost of fitness evaluation. The proposed DPSEA framework involves distributed population switcing architecture with local regression employed in the sub-populations. DPSEA framework aims at generating relatively low cost, accurate and robust solution in uncertain environment involving noise.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II details the proposed DPSEA framework. Details of experiments are given in Section III, while Section IV presents the results and discussions. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM STRUCTURE

A. The Operational Principle of DPSEA
The proposed DPSEA framework uses a hybrid single to multi-population switching architecture with partial local regression in the pseudo-populations. Distribution of the population allows tracking multiple peaks in the search space. Each pseudo-population maintains information about a separate region in the search space, thus acting as a distributed self adaptive memory. We use the term pseudo-population instead of subpopulation to emphasize on the fact that each one of these sub groups may not actually act as self-sufficient evolving populations. The functioning of the proposed model is guided by the following key notions:
• Retention of memory with distributed pseudo-populations in the search space, i.e., the pseudo-populations should be able to track their moving peaks over a period.
• Maintenance of diversity through pseudo-populations.
• Estimation of noisy fitness by partial local regression in each pseudo-population. Quadratic regression is used in the present work. However, linear regression could be used to reduce computation time. The basic algorithm structure of DPSEA is as described in Fig. 1 .
B. The Mechanism Involved
Specific features of the proposed distributed population switching EA are as follows:
• Unlike many conventional multipopulation EAs [5] the distributed population switching EA does not maintain a main population alongside the pseudo-populations. Instead, DPSEA switches from single population to multipopulation periodically.
• At switching generation step, the pseudo-populations are merged in to regain the main population and evolution is carried out as per canonical GA mechanism. To correct the adverse effects of noise, actual fitness evaluation along with resampling is used at this stage. Considering the infrequency of this step, the cost is not overwhelming.
• The regenerated main population then dissolves into pseudo-populations by self-organization. This is essentially distribution of the candidate solutions into pseudo-populations based on specific criteria. For example, fitness and population size factors have been used to decide the eligibility of a pseudo-population to obtain evolution right. An eligible pseudo-population then evolves by the canonical GA mechanism. Partial local regression is used to estimate the fitness values. Mutation rate depends on a factor of fitness and population size as well.
• Members of the non-eligible pseudo-populations either survive or eventually disappear following the switching generations.
• Retention of memory about the moving peaks is achieved through the pseudo-populations over specific durations until the switching generation step. This is logical considering the uncertain nature of the phenotypic solution space. As in [4] estimation of the fitness by local regression is based on the following assumptions:
can be locally approximated by a low polynomial function (linear or quadratic).
• The variance within a local region (pseudopopulation in this case) is constant.
•
The noise is normally distributed, i.e.
( ) 
III. SIMULATION DETAILS
DPSEA aims at improving the accuracy and robustness of solution in a noisy environment. To this end, in our experiments, we investigated the performance of the proposed DPSEA model when applied to a set of standard benchmark functions. In this research, we also investigated the performance of the proposed DPSEA model as against standard GA, differential evolution, particle swarm optimization and a variant of ant colony optimization for noisy benchmark functions (see Table II ). For the purpose of analysis, experiments have been conducted on the non-noisy versions of the same set of benchmark functions as well. 
A. Test Functions
We have used the following benchmark functions to test the algorithms: Sphere function (5D), Griewank's function (50D), Rastrigin's function 1 (50D) and the Rosenbrock's function (50d). These benchmark functions have previously been used by researchers to test performance of evolutionary algorithm for noisy optimization problems [3] . 
B. Experiment Settings
The parameter settings for the algorithms are as shown in Table I . For comparison purpose we have used the methods reported in [7] for conventional GA, differential evolution (DE) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) and the recent Multilevel Ant Stigmergy Algorithm (MASA) reported in [16] . Similar parameter settings have been used to ensure equality of comparison. As the same parameter setting has been used for all the four functions, the parameters of the heuristic algorithms were not tuned for individual test problem. This is reasonable considering the fact that in case of real life problems such tuning can be infeasible due to time constraints.
Let totalEval = total number of function evaluations, popSize = population size, totalIT = total number of iterations, rs = total number of candidate solution resampling, and anged totalIUnch =total number of individuals that remained unchanged (such as the elites) and were not reevaluated in the various generations. Then, totalEval= popSize * totalIT * rs − anged totalIUnch ( 
7)
The total number of function evaluations in [7] in case of conventional GA, differential evolution and PSO is kept constant by keeping rs totalIT 1 ∞ . However, this has not been followed for the proposed method. We have used a fixed number of iteration in these experiments. The experiments were run with different values of rs such as rs =1, 5, 20, 50 and 100, to eradicate the effects of noise and find the 'true' fitness. The 'true' fitness here refers to the fitness value obtained by evaluation of the non-noisy versions of the same functions. 
IV. REASULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Performance of DPSEA Table II present the final results obtained for the chosen benchmark functions (both noisy and non-noisy versions). The results for the non-noisy versions of the functions have been reported here mainly as 'baseline' to judge the impact of noise. For comparison purpose we have used the results reported in [7] as well as the recent outcome [16] for the following methods: differential evolution, particle swarm optimization (PSO) and conventional EA (CGA). As mentioned earlier, the total number of function evaluations has been kept fixed for the experiments with differential evolution, PSO, conventional EA [7] and MASA [16] . The proposed method used variable number of function evaluations.
The total number of function evaluations used for the various methods have been as reported in Table III. Table III. It can be seen, all the heuristics have performed considerably better on the non-noisy benchmark functions compared to the noisy versions of the same functions. While the proposed method has performed better for majority of the test cases (see Table III ), in terms of number of functions evaluaiton, the difference is not necessarily significant in all cases of the low dimensional Sphere function. However, for the high dimensional (50D) Griewank, Rastrigin and Rosenbrock functions the differences are clearly significant. In the remaining part of this section we will focus our discussions to performances related to the noisy functions.
Similar to the observation reported in [7] , resampling has prevented stagnation in all the four test functions (see Table II ), regardless of whether the mean final result has been improved. However, performance deteriorated with increased degree of sampling in case of MASA [16] . However, the effect of rate of resampling is inconclusive and may be problem dependent,, since it varies from case to case . Furthermore, it is obvious that in case of conventional EA, increased number of resampling cannot improve the performance when number of iterations is inversely proportional to number of resampling to keep the total number of function evaluations constant. Interestingly for most of the test cases moderate rate of resampling has helped to improve the solution (see Table II) , while high to very high rate of resampling has rather a deteriorating effect on the solutions. CGA 100,000 500,000 500,000 Differential Evolution 100,000 500,000 500,000 PSO 100,000 500,000 500,000 MASA 500,000 (50 D) 500,000 500,000
As can be observed from Table III , the proposed model has managed to produce far superior solutions with much fewer actual function evaluations.
The success rates of the DPSEA algorithm for simulations with noisy functions for various values of noise's standard deviation σ are summarized in Table IV . Simulations were repeated 100 times for each noise standard deviation σ value.
The reported results are for the rs =1 simulation cases. Here 'success' has been defined slightly differently for the different test functions. 
B. Comparison of Estimation Approaches
The estimation approach used in DPSEA has some similarity to the ones used in [ 4,9 and 11] . In Table V we have presented the comparative settings for various defining parameters of the estimation approaches used in these four techniques. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Many real world problems often involve complex optimization. Optimization problems involving uncertain environments are challenging to evolutionary algorithms as they require finding the optimum, where the problem operates in noisy environment (noisy fitness function in the present case). Numerous methods, including the multipopulation approach, special operators, case-based memory and so on have been tried to face this challenge with varied degrees of success. The proposed Distributed Population Switching EA (DPSEA) framework presented in this paper is comparable to the multipopulation approach in that it divides the search or solution space into multiple pseudo-populations and retains fitness information in them over a period. However, the DPSEA algorithm applies superior mechanism to reduce the computational expense of maintaining the main population along with the subpopulations by switching between main and subpopulations at regular intervals. Furthermore, DPSEA approach allows enough retention of memory so that dissolving the pseudo-populations periodically do not have any adverse effect. Compared to many existing approaches (such as [4] and [16] ), DPSEA is conceptually straightforward. It does not involve determination of ambiguous weight function. The simulation results for DPSEA have been promising ascertaining the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in the chosen problem domain.
